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**Abstract:**

This paper empirically analyzes a fixed-mobile voice-traffic substitution model in the Korean telephony market using monthly data during 1996-2002. The result shows that share of the originating traffic from fixed lines (fixed-to-fixed and fixed-to-mobile) out of all traffic has a negative relationship with the relative price of mobile-originating calls and fixed-originating calls, and the number of mobile subscribers. On the other hand, it has a positive relation with the number of fixed line subscribers. The competition model between two call types originating from the fixed line shows similar results, i.e., the share of fixed-line-to-fixed-line traffic has negative relations with the relative price of fixed-line-to-fixed-line calls and fixed-line-to-mobile-phone calls and the number of mobile phone subscribers, but has positive relations with the number of fixed line subscribers. Since there is no difference between prices of mobile-phone-to-mobile-phone calls and mobile-phone-to-fixed-phone calls, we estimated only the effects of the number of subscribers for the originating traffics from mobile phones. We found that the share of mobile-phone-to-fixed line calls has negative relations with the number of mobile phone subscribers, but has positive relations with the number of fixed line subscribers. Finally, we suggest that the existing regulations focusing on incumbent fixed-line carriers should be reviewed as fixed-mobile substitution is taking place.
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